An effi cient numerical code to calculate line profi les from warped disks around nonrotating black holes is presented. Extensive numerical experiments suggest a method allowing to distinguish between line profi les belonging to fl at and warped accretion disks. The extension of our code to rotating black holes is briefl y discussed INTRODUCTION Broad X-ray FeKα emission lines, fi rst discovered by ASCA, are considered as the best clue to the presence of massive black holes in active galactic nuclei. Line profi le data provided by ASCA, Chandra and XMM satellites are very often analyzed in the framework of fl at, X-ray corona illuminated, optically thick accretion disks around nonrotating or rotating black holes. In the case of ASCA data, most lines could be fi t with such a model, assuming also a simple radial power law emissivity in the proper frame of the disk. With the new higher signal to noise data coming from XMM, it is becoming apparent that such a model may soon prove te be too simple to fi t with the data. Different modifi cations of the simple thin fl at disk power law emissivity model have been proposed in the literature as candidates for better description of the environment around the central black hole of an AGN (warped disks, toroids, illumination by points sources on and off axis, shadowing by tori, widening of lines by Compton scattering etc). All such proposals are based on sound arguments. However, it is also clear that introducing new parameters always improves the agreement of the theoretical proposal with data. Thus, it might be useful to gauge different theoretical models with respect to the simple fl at disk model, allowing the emissivity in the proper disk frame to be any positive function of the radius R best de-R best de-R scribing the measured line profi le. In this way we are able to present some characteristics of a given input model (as for example of warped disks) in a systematic way. We fi nd for example, that a moderately warped disk can be fi t by such a fl at disk model, but the fi t requires an increasingly complex emissivity profi le as the warp increases. A fl at disk model can also produce different ratios of the blue to red wing of the line profi le, but a warp in a disk can reproduce extreme ratios with a much more natural emissivity law. Moreover, the correlation between the blue and red peak variability can be modelled by a complicated change in the radial emissivity law, but it fi nds a much more natural explanation in terms of a precessing warp.
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Generating theoretical line profi les for fl at and warped disks around black holes The ray tracing technique for constructing images of accretion disks around black holes and producing their integrated lineprofi les has been described before in a number of articles (e.g. Fanton et al.1997 Fanton et al. , Čadež et al. 1998 and references therein), so they need not be discussed in great detail. We do stress, however, the importance of numerical effi ciency, since the multidimensional space of warped and obscured disks requires a large number of sample profi les to be adequately covered. Our theoretical line profi le numerical codes are based on warped disk models, describing thin, warped, optically thick disks around non-rotating black holes. The disk surface is supported by circular time-like geodesic orbits with varying inclinations to a chosen fi xed axis centered to the black hole. For the shape of the warp we usually use the form proposed by Hartnoll & Blackman 2000. For the illumination source we use two point sources on the axis of the disk, but we also have the choice to use the simple proper emissivity power law. The effi ciency of the above code is based on the fact that it is possible to analytically fi nd constants of motion of a (lightlike) X-axis scale is Energy in KeV.
Rotating black holes: the Kerr Metric
The extension of our calculations to warped disks around rotating black holes (Kerr metric) is non trivial for the following reasons: 1) the solutions of geodesic equations can not (yet?) be written in compact form; 2) shearing due to Lense-Thirring precession shapes the geometric form of the inner disk and determines its rotational law in an essential way. Therefore, a meaningful disk would have to be derived from consistent integration of the accretion fl ow dynamic equations. Using some simplifying assumptions about the shape and the angular velocity profi le of the warped disk around a Kerr black hole, we are able to compute the line profi les, some examples of which are presented here. Details can be found in Čadež et al. 2002 . 
Conclusions
The close form analytic solutions are very effi cient as a tool in applying ray-tracing techniques in the curved space-time of non-rotating black holes. Using this tool we were able to calculate a large number of images and line profi les belonging to theoretical warped accretion disks around non-rotating black holes. The same tool is also found very useful for calculating the kernel of the integral equation which connects the disk emissivity to the line profi le in the framework of the fl at accretion disk model, as discussed in Čadež et al. 2000 . Using these tools we performed a deep investigation of line profi les from warped disks around non-rotating black holes and compared them to those belonging to fl at disks. As a result, we are able to propose a test to distinguish between line profi les belonging to thin-fl at accretion disks and those that do not belong to this class. We expect that this may become a useful tool as soon as better, higher S/N X-ray data are available. We also presented some results for warped disks around rotating black holes and they point to the same general conclusion that lines belonging to fl at disks form a very narrow subspace in the space of functions that describe all possible accretion disks line profi les.
Line profi les and disk emissivity
In analyzing the low signal to noise ASCA data it was standard to fi t FeKα emission lines in the framework of fl at accretion disks with a power law emissivity. However, even with these data it is often found that one or a number of data channels hold a value that is considerably different from any model prediction. Therefore, following Lucy 1974, Mannucci et al. and Dabrowski et al. 1997 , we proposed a new method for inverting the integral equation which connects the disk emissivity to the line profi le in the framework of the fl at disk model. In this way we wanted to test if it is possible to fi nd a radial emissivity profi le that would provide more plausible line fi ts (Čadež et al. 2000) . We demonstrated that ASCA lin profi les can generally be fi tted to such a model. The inclination of the disk was found to be reasonably well specifi ed by the fi t, however the angular momentum of the black hole remains undetermined, except in one case, MCG-6-30-15, where the large extent of the line profi le to the red required a rapidly spinning central black hole. However, the emissivity profi les resulting from best fi ts are not smooth, so that, based on this analysis, we could not strengthen the case for the power emissivity law. In fact, this analysis shows that with the low signal to noise ratio of the ASCA data it might be diffi cult to distinguish between different physical source models. With the better data coming from XMM and Chandra it becomes important to understand how different emission models leave their mark on the emission line profi le. To illuminate this question, we study different theoretical line profi les based on fl at and warped disk models with different illumination scenarios. We analyze all these lines as if they belonged to a fl at disk and try to determine from the success of the fi t at what level and how is it possible to determine that a given line does not belong to the fl at disk model with a smooth emissivity profi le (see for details Čadež et al. 2002) . The deep numerical investigation of line profi les from warped accretion disks and the comparison to the fl at ones that we performed, allows us to conclude that: 1) space of functions belonging to fl at disk line profi les is very narrow. This means that in the space of all possible line profi les, the measure of the set of those belonging to the fl at disk, irrespective of the radial emissivity, is close to zero; 2) on this basis we propose a method to distinguish between line profi les that do belong to thin fl at disks and those that do not. The line profi le and the fi t (above) and the calculated emissivity profi le (below) Left: theoretical line profi le, right: line profi le contaminated by 3% noise. The right top fi gure shows one random realization of a noisy line; the error bars properly indicate the noise dispersion. The noise free profi le is also indicated in light gray. A number of emissivity profi les obtained for different realizations of noise are shown in the right bottom part of the picture, where the heaviest line corresponds to the above line profi le. Line profi les of the FeKα line from a moderately warped disk with R out = 100M, seen M, seen M at the inclination i =30 0 as a function of Ω.
